patient with me through a long paper, the statements made by one authority being contradicted often by another, and I have often put in both so that you may signify in the discussion the method you consider the best.
gold.
Non-cohesive gold is retained in position by mutual interlocking of the pieces composing the plug, as well as keyed in by last portions introduced. It may be introduced in the form of cylinders, rope or tape. If cylinders are used they are packed like cigars in a tumbler, each cylinder standing on end in the cavity, with the end projecting from the cavity mouth. They are always compressed laterally against the walls, and as the cavity gets full, well pressed into the undercuts. When nearly full a sharp wedge-shaped instrument is introduced into the middie ot the mass and worked sideways so as to leave an opening which should leave access to the middle of the cavity. Into this opening another cylinder should be forced, even compressed by rolling in fingers before putting in. When the cavity will take no more cylinders, tape may be wedged in. Tape may be used by cutting into strips of the width required and placing several cross ways in the form of a star, and placing this star on the floor of the cavity tucking into the undercuts. Several stars are then inserted in this way, and afterwards the ends are tucked in, not at the circumference, by a fine-pointed instrument. In whatever way tape is used for this, it consists entirely in placing the several pieces so that they may be interlaced by successive folding one piece on another. This form of gold filling when the cavity is full and the surface is condensed is cut down to the bite and burnished, for however well the fold may be condensed over the edges, burnishing will improve the edges; cavities are, therefore, more advantageous for this method if the edges are bevelled, so that the gold may be well burnished over them.
To oMiin the best results with cohesive gold it is necessary tc t -dck it in small pieces. It This is to take a small portion of the amalgam, anchor it in some corner or retaining point, and then gradually work and condense it all over the surface of the cavity, so as to get a thin layer as a lining. When this is done the remainder may be almost thrown in with a spade, and the plugs are far more perfect than can possibly be obtained in any other way." At another time he says, "With regard to inserting amalgams, the best way is to pack dry as possible, and to burnish or mallet sufface with layer of tin over it to absorb the mercury "which rises to surface. If this be once properly tried, there will be no need of trouble either about speroidal tendency or any other method of filling."?The Dental Record.
